








Study of central city activation measures in regional city that focuses on the 



















 This article did an evaluation and analysis by two approach about the activation 
of the central city area. 
 
1. Construction of pedestrian excursion behavior model of central city area, 
Nagano 
 2. Construction of pedestrian area evaluations consciousness structure of 
central city area, Nagano 
 
1. Construction of pedestrian excursion behavior model 
It is important to grasp the excursion behavior of visitors to city centre and to 
utilize it for urban and transportation measures. This study aims to understand 
excursion behavior characteristics of visitors, to construct excursion behavior 
model, and to explore the possibility of introducing facility and street evaluation 
to the model. This study aims to construct three models of excursion behavior, 
Gate (transportation node), choice model, Returning home by level of 
achievement-Commercial node choice model, and Returning home behavior-gate 
choice model. 
This study constructs Returning home-Commercial node choice model by Nested 
logit model, introducing such parameters as distance between nodes, tourist 
attraction, level of objective achievement, and level of satisfaction of street 
between nodes. Because the importance of the model incorporating facility and 
street is suggested in the previous study it is introduced to the model. As a 
result, significance of variable of street evaluation was confirmed. Hereafter, to 




2. Construction of pedestrian area evaluations consciousness structure 
Based on surveys on the pedestrian area satisfaction and the pedestrian 
behavior toward pedestrian area’s shape, pedestrian environment factor 
required for pedestrian preference road have been extracted. Because of the 
pedestrian preference road development, explicitly that design guidance and 
development is important. In this study, was performed in social experiment 
when the pedestrian area satisfaction surveys and pedestrian behavior 
measured in Nagano city c centre (Intended for Chuoh-dori street ).  
Based on the results demonstrate the selectivity of the pedestrian 'straight', 'left 
and right avoidance', 'complicated', 'follow', and 'stop' action. In addition, 
walking speed, pedestrian density, avoidance angle also reveal. And to construct 
an 'Evaluation consciousness structure model of pedestrian space' that was a 
causal factor on the sidewalk usage data and pedestrian behavior and 
pedestrian space shape. To clarify the relationship between the pedestrian space 
service levels important to design and pedestrian space satisfaction evaluation 




































 A. 長野市中心市街地回遊行動モデルの構築 



















































年    03’  04’  05’  06’  07’  08’  09’  14' 
月    11     5 5      5    11     5     5      7 
エリア 長野市中心市街地（中央通り・長野駅周辺） 
対象者 長野市中心市街地来街者 
回収数 301   311   520    521    382    597   524    409 
回収率 20.1  10.4   13.0   13.0   19.1   19.9   17.5   13.6 




 図-1 調査対象区間および歩行者行動計測区間 
 
表-3 主要調査項目 




























































































































-1.167   
(6.004) 
-1.177   
(6.040) 
ログサム変数 λ 
0.586   
(9.172) 
0.489   
(8.868) 















































































































































































































因子1 因子2 因子3 因子4 因子5
0.3051 0.1476 0.4492 0.0657 0.0493
0.7897 0.0718 0.1844 0.0804 0.0280
0.8246 0.1364 0.0988 0.1004 0.0330
0.4798 0.2052 0.1080 0.0729 0.0546
0.5787 0.1766 0.2963 0.0720 0.0737
0.1766 0.1815 0.7500 0.0949 0.1458
0.1673 0.2421 0.5109 0.1168 0.0881
0.0944 0.1261 0.6975 0.0660 0.1788
0.2778 0.2064 0.3817 0.0925 0.1857
0.0832 0.1697 0.2165 0.1615 0.7406
0.0650 0.1108 0.2025 0.0958 0.9661
0.1241 0.2258 0.1480 0.9486 0.1092
0.1279 0.2409 0.1128 0.7112 0.1442
0.2090 0.5500 0.1724 0.3272 0.1118
0.1629 0.6160 0.1031 0.2335 0.1126
0.1823 0.7790 0.2515 0.0906 0.0606
0.1684 0.7375 0.2902 0.1327 0.1389
0.3756 0.3586 0.2730 0.0778 0.0910


















































































































































































































210.  361.  1637.  1880.  2220.  2298.  
車両台数 
(台/h) 434.  473.  35.  33.  429.  401.  
歩道幅(m) 6.0  6.0  5.1  5.1  4.6  4.6 
車道幅員(m) 6.0 6.0 7.8 7.8 9.0 9.0 
植栽の(個) 28.  28. 22.  23.  23.  23.  
休憩所の数






錯綜率(%) 0.00  0.00  2.20  4.00  3.20  5.20  









4.90  3.90 4.20 4.00  3.40  4.10  
歩行者密度 
(人/m2) 0.01  0.02  0.06  0.07  0.11  0.15  
















図-4 「歩行安全性」 の満足度 
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